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Product category: Extrusion plants for pipes and profiles, single screw extruders, 
twin screw extruders 
 
 
FRIUL FILIERE Extrusion plants and tools 
 
The FRIUL FILIERE GROUP was established in 1978 and manufactures machines and 
tools especially for the production of thermoplastic materials on an international level. 
FRIUL FILIERE is currently the only Italian company that produces complete extrusion 
equipment and tools in-house. The wide range of production of the company includes 
among others: 
Complete systems for the production of window profiles, gaskets, panels, pipes, waterstop 
profiles, cable duct profiles and other profiles for the electronics, edgeband profiles, picture 
frame profiles, roller shutter profiles, "plinth" profiles, sealing profiles in soft PVC and other 
thermoplastic materials (also with metal profiles), as well as extrusion lines for the 
production of customized applications. 
 
The production program also includes single-screw extruders, twin-screw extruders 
(conical and parallel), co-extruders and complete downstream units. FRIUL FILIERE 
supplies complete systems together with know-how and recipe. 
 
This year, FRIUL FILIERE will present a new generation of single-screw and twin-screw 
extruders. 
These systems are of interest to customers who want to implement and manage very 
ambitious projects and are looking for a suitable system to achieve the best possible level 
of production. 
 
With nearly 30 years of experience, the company can offer competitive standard solutions 
as well as customized solutions in the field of profile and pipe extrusion. 
 
Visit ROLF SCHLICHT GmbH as representative of FRIUL FILIERE in hall 3 / A35. 
You will find FRIUL FILIERE with own stand in hall 16 / D72. 
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